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Category: other-general

Turkey, Ankara, Henkel Consumer Brands

Plant Controller  (Ankara)

At Henkel, you can build on a strong legacy and leading positions in both industrial and

consumer businesses to reimagine and improve life every day. If you love challenging the

status quo, join our community of over 50,000 pioneers around the globe. Our teams at

Henkel Consumer Brands continuously drive the evolution in dynamic categories: Laundry &

Home Care and Hair. With our trusted brands, including Persil and Schwarzkopf, our cutting-

edge technologies and our disruptive solutions, you will have countless opportunities to explore

new paths and develop your skills. Grow within our future-led businesses, our diverse and

vibrant culture and find a place where you simply belong. All to leave your mark for more

sustainable growth.

Dare to make an impact?

YOUR ROLE

Measuring, controlling and analyzing costs, related with production & plant activities

Analyzing production activities for setting up control systems (cost items, product cost

structure, cost centers, cost allocation, etc...)

Planning and controlling plant budget according to the Henkel standards in cooperation

with the unit managers

Coordinating block cost allocations to the plant
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Maintaining SAP system for budget and allocations to products

Evaluating monthly cost development plan regarding cost center and cost element

Controlling current costs of production, comparing costs of products and product

groups, comparing moving average costs with standard costs, closing monthly

production costs

Calculating the production losses/yield and full variance check

Supporting engineering financially to trace and evaluate the investments and for the

capitalization and supporting Management with COG projects, daily and weekly

production reports

YOUR SKILLS

University degree in Business Administration, Economy, Industrial Engineering or related

field

Up to 3 years of experience in a similar position

Excellent oral and written communication skills in English with the ability to interact

effectively with all levels of management

Strong communication and interpersonal skills with aptitude in building relationships

with professionals of all organizational levels

Self-confident professional, who possesses strong interpersonal skills along with sound

leadership capabilities

Advanced user of MS Office applications, SAP is a plus

Team worker, problem solver, decision maker and initiative taker in planning and

organizing various assignments

Willing to perform controlling analysis, reporting and budget planning 

Willing to locate in Ankara

At Henkel, we come from a broad range of backgrounds, perspectives, and life



experiences. We believe the uniqueness of all our employees is the power in us. Become

part of the team and bring your uniqueness to us! We look for a diverse team of individuals who

possess different backgrounds, experiences, personalities and mindsets.

JOB ID:  24063012

Contract & Job type:  Full Time, Regular

Contact information for application-related questions:

Please do not use this email address for sending your application or CV. To apply, please

click on the Apply Now button below. Applications sent via e-mail will not be accepted.

Apply Now
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